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I. LINEAR TEMPORAL LOGIC SEMANTICS

The semantics of LTL are defined inductively as

(qi, pi) |= ¬ϕ iff (qi, pi) 6|= ϕ

(qi, pi) |= ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 iff (qi, pi) |= ϕ1 ∧ (qi, pi) |= ϕ2

(qi, pi) |= ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 iff (qi, pi) |= ϕ1 ∨ (qi, pi) |= ϕ2

(qi, pi) |=©ϕ iff (qi+1, pi+1) |= ϕ

(qi, pi) |= ϕ1Uϕ2 iff ∃j ≥ i, s.t.(qj , pj) |= ϕ2

and (qk, pk) |= ϕ1,∀i ≤ k ≤ j

In these definitions, the notation ©ϕ represents that ϕ is true at the next “step” (i.e., next position in the sequence), 2ϕ
represents ϕ is always true (i.e., true at every position of the sequence), 3ϕ represents that ϕ is eventually true at some position
of the sequence, 23ϕ represents that ϕ is true infinitely often (i.e., eventually become true starting from any position), and
32ϕ represents that ϕ is eventually always true (i.e., always becomes true after some point in time in the sequence).

II. AN ADDITIONAL LTL SPECIFICATION FOR KEYFRAME STATE

If ©e =©ehd (i.e., hugeDownward), the level of degree for next keyframe state increases by one or two units, either from
step length or apex velocity. The only exception is when q = ql-l, next step state q can only maintain ql-l.
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(qs-s ∧©ehd)⇒©(qn-s ∨ qs-n ∨ ql-s ∨ qs-l ∨ qn-n)
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(qs-n ∧©ehd)⇒©(qs-l ∨ qn-n ∨ qn-l)
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(ql-n ∨ qn-l ∨ ql-l) ∧©ehd
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⇒©ql-l
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((
(qswing ∨ qstop) ∧©ehd

)
⇒©(qs-n ∨ qn-n ∨ ql-n)

)
where, if q = qs-s, ©q increases the level of degree by one, i.e., qs-n and qn-s, or by two, i.e., qn-n, ql-s and qs-l. Special cases
are ql-n, qn-l and ql-l where ©q =©ql-l is the only choice. Unexpected events are those in (S5).
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